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Re:  Comments on LAFCO Report ―Southern Marin Sewer Agencies Service Review and 

Sphere of Influence Update‖ (July 2011) 

 
Honorable Commissioners: 

 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the current LAFCO staff report and a number of our 

district directors and staff have submitted responses. I have a few brief comments about the process 

that resulted in the above named report.  

 

At the January 28, 2011 Strategic Planning Session I expressed optimism that the five year service 

review and sphere of influence update required by Cortese-Knox would provide a forum for an 

objective and comprehensive review and discussion of the issues surrounding the proposed 

consolidation of our districts, especially given the magnitude of the changes that have occurred over 

the past five years. However, after reading the subject report it appears that my optimism was 

premature. 

 

During the preparation of the report, our agencies promptly responded to LAFCO’s requests for 

information and district staff volunteered to meet with LAFCO staff and consultant to provide help in 

clarifying questions, deciphering budget details, etc. to make sure that the information contained in the 

subject report was complete and accurate. The offer was declined.  

 

In addition, in early April I sent LAFCO staff historical information that demonstrated a long history of 

inter-agency collaboration dating back to the mid-1960s, engineering reports prepared for Homestead 

Valley and Richardson Bay from 1970 and 1971 respectively, dealing with Inflow and Infiltration 

(I&I), actions taken to monitor and measure wet weather flows, concerns with wet-weather bypassing, 

strategies for reducing I&I, discussion of new regulatory requirements and how to deal with them and 

documenting actions taken to plan for smoke testing and pipe repair (HVSD) and listing actual repair 

and replacement of problem pipes (RBSD). 

 

 I also provided additional historical documentation that described the development of the sewerage 

system in southern Marin, formation of the Southern Marin Sanitation District  (precursor agency to the 

current southern Marin sanitary districts), failure of the district-sponsored November 1946 bond issue 
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for construction of treatment and collection facilities and failure of a subsequent plan for ocean 

treatment and discharge - circumstances that led to the dissolution of that district and the ultimately the 

formation the current group of southern Marin agencies.  

 

Additional documentation chronicled the formation of various joint-powers agencies by the southern 

Marin sewer agencies to:  

 

a) respond to changing EPA and Regional Water Quality Control Board water quality 

standards in the 1970s (including the prohibition of waste discharge into Richardson Bay)  

b) commission multiple engineering and environmental studies to determine the best course 

forward  

c) oversee the design and financing of the facilities constructed in the 1980s.  

 

None of this material was incorporated into the report. Failure to include readily available information 

supportive of our agencies’ actions while at the same time denigrating the same agencies for 

supposedly failing to collaborate, address I&I, repair and replace infrastructure or proactively respond 

to regulatory requirement does not foster confidence in the fairness of the process. (see emails and 

documents in Appendix A) 

 

Finally, district staff - after review of the released report and out of concern about the number of factual 

inaccuracies, misleading or factually incorrect statements, misleading organization charts  and 

difficulty in understanding where numbers came from or how projected staff requirements or budget 

savings were determined, sought to meet with LAFCO staff and consultant. All three managers of the 

four agencies met at the LAFCO office on August 16, 2011 to discuss their concerns. Although the 

meeting provided an opportunity to provided input, there has been no action to incorporate the 

information, clarify tables or correct obvious errors.  

 

The report has been posted on LAFCO’s website and widely distributed. Our concern is that, once 

published, it is often difficult to “un-ring the bell”.  

 

We have had this experience before, after the spills of 2008, the EPA posted inspection reports without 

opportunity for review or comment and then issued an administrative order covering SASM and its 

member agencies based on limited evidence, inquiry or input/discussion from our agencies. These 

reports have been widely quoted even though many of the assertions have been discounted or proven 

untrue by subsequent investigation (see Appendix B, AB 1232 – How We Got Here and Where We Go 

From Here, pp. 5-11).   

 

Slogging through a report once (even for those whose job it is) is a substantial commitment of time and 

energy. Attempting to assure that comments identify and address our substantial concerns requires even 

more.  Discussion with LAFCO’s executive director about the comment process indicated uncertainty 

about how comments would be integrated or even if the report would be modified. 

 

To facilitate review and because of the sheer number of factual errors and differences of opinion, I have 

chosen to address my concerns under five headings: Governance and Public Participation, Regulatory 

Issues, I&I and Infrastructure Repair, Consolidation/Collaboration Savings, Matters of Equity and 

Fairness and AB1232  rather than go paragraph by paragraph through the report. Hopefully this will 
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provide the commissioners with a more concise and cogent discussion of our problems with the current 

report. 

 

Governance Issues and Public Participation 

 

LAFCO staff’s governance arguments for consolidation are summarized below, the first three from 

page 5 and the last two from page 70 of the report: 

  

 The present structure of SASM and its six member agencies dilutes responsibility and 

accountability for sewer service to the point of near inconsequence for single purpose sanitary 

district members. 

 

 The public is disinterested in participation in district meetings or standing for election because so 

little is at stake within each jurisdiction when that jurisdiction is responsible for only a small part of 

a small sewer system. 

 

 The political divisions within SASM and its members create an environment that does not allow 

the public to understand the governance of the sewer services that it receives. Staff believes that the 

system’s complexity has created confusion, disengagement and apathy with regard to the 

operations of the agencies and in public participation. 

 

 The pattern of governing board activity as portrayed in the minutes is one of very low workload, 

spread over many meetings of different agencies, with a large fraction of meeting time devoted to 

reports on the activities of the other SASM members. Each collection agency handles such a small 

fraction of the total business of the sewer system that the role of each is severely circumscribed. 

 

 Finally, the chances for conflicting and inconsistent decision making of these systems from a 

regulatory and water quality perspective are great when four separate managers and boards deal 

with the same issues confronting this very small service area. All decisions required for the best 

interest of this area can and should be handled with a minimum of opportunity for inconsistent 

direction and approach. Having multiple boards decide issues affecting the service area can create 

unnecessary efforts to reach consensus on important operating and water quality concerns. 
 

I am hard-pressed to think of an area whose residents, as a group, evidence a more sophisticated awareness 

of social, political and environmental issues than the residents of Marin County, especially southern Marin. 

The assertion that SASM’s organization as a joint powers agency so confuses our constituents that they 

apathetically sit home strains credulity. If this was the case, LAFCO should be seeking the consolidation of 

another similarly organized joint-powers sewer agency, the Central Marin Sanitation Agency and its four 

member agencies for causing the confusion, disengagement and apathy on sewer issues for some many 

Marin residents. Obviously, this is not the case. All of our agencies are well known in our communities. 

Three of our agencies recently completed Proposition 218 hearings requiring mailings to all registered 

property owners and Mill Valley just finished theirs. Almonte regularly sends out communications to its 

residents. Alto and Homestead have recently polled their residents on the question of consolidation. 

Richardson Bay’s trucks drive the entire district five days a week checking their numerous pump stations 

and conducting the district’s business. Richardson Bay’s office is located adjacent to the Tiburon bike path 

and is subject to significant local traffic. Websites and email allow residents easy access to information or 

communication. Finally, we have all been in business for almost sixty years. 
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LAFCO staff cites lack of public attendance at board meetings and lack of contested elections as evidence 

of public apathy and something that would be not occur in a larger consolidated organization. On page 75 

of the report LAFCO envisions future consolidation activity among SASM members: 

 

―The recommended alternative would not achieve the full extent of consolidation envisioned by 

AB 1232. It would ―set the table‖ for a larger sanitary district about the same size and configuration 

as Las Gallinas Valley Sanitary District to serve the City of Mill Valley as well as the 

unincorporated areas now served by the four sanitary districts.‖   

 

As a means of comparison, one would think that LAFCO staff might have made similar inquiry into 

attendance and elections at Las Gallinas Valley Sanitary District to validate their claims. Had LAFCO 

conducted such a review this is what they would have found: 

 

LAS GALLINAS SANITARY DISTRICT PUBLIC ATTENDANCE 
(105 meetings:  July 12, 2007 to July 28, 2011) 
Meetings with public attendance: 10 
7/12/2007 – Carlo Oughourlian, 12 Bay Hills 
12/2/2008 – Public Hearing: Ruth Barney, Ron Marinoff, George Walters, Marilyn Mori, Nick Fara and John Bolles 
4/23/2009 – Nathalie Salles 
12/9/2010 – Barry Taranto 
3/25/2010 – Barry Taranto of San Rafael Manor 
5/13/2010 – Terry McEllistrim, Marin Association of Realtors 
10/14/2010 – Michael McCrea,  Barry Taranto and Robert Doban 
11/11/2010 – Logan Murray, Jack Murphy, Ben Faibaisch and Daniel Kong (Boy Scout Troup 101 of San Rafael, performing 
Flag ceremony and cited the Pledge of Allegiance) 
3/24/2011 – Mike Cass and Barry Taranto 
7/14/2011 – James Rawlings and Gail Connolly 
 

- SASM public meeting attendance for the 39 month period was 22/40 or 55% 

- SASM and its member agencies public meeting attendance for the 39 month period was 30/201 or 14.93% 

- Almonte, Alto, HVSD and RBSD public meeting attendance for 39 month period was 7/161 or 4.35% 

- The Las Gallinas public meeting attendance for the 48 month period was 10/105 or 9.52% 

It was 8.57% if you don’t count the Boy Scout Troup;) 

 

What conclusions can be drawn from this? Probably the only real conclusion is that meeting attendance by 

members of the public at sanitary district meetings is low.  

 

However, even though board meeting attendance may be low, that does not equate to either lack of public 

knowledge of the sanitary district or a lack of public business. In fact, public attendance at sanitary district 

board meetings may have nothing to do with sewers per se. At Richardson Bay Sanitary District, the 

biggest public crowd was attracted over concern that Richardson Bay would approve a request from Marin 

Emergency Radio Authority to locate a microwave repeater antenna at the Richardson Bay yard. Almonte 

attracted a number of residents at their meeting to voice concerns over board action not to approve food 

scrap composting for the area (later approved). This goes to show that the public will attend when they feel 

there is a reason. 

 

Contested Elections:  

 

Uncontested elections are not a rare occurrence in Marin. 

Challengers line up for Novato City Council, but no contest for many Marin elected seats 

 

mailto:rhalstead@marinij.com?subject=Marin%20Independent%20Journal:%20Challengers%20line%20up%20for%20Novato%20City%20Council,%20but%20no%20contest%20for%20many%20Marin%20elected%20seats
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By Richard Halstead 
Marin Independent Journal 
Posted: 08/17/2011 08:42:14 PM PDT 

 

Seven candidates will compete for three open seats on the Novato City Council in the Nov. 8 election, while council 
elections in Mill Valley and Tiburon won't be held due to a lack of challengers. 

The extended filing period for the Nov. 8 election ended Wednesday with more than 100 candidates filing for elected 
positions up for grabs on dozens of councils and boards. 

In Novato, where there will be three open seats in November, incumbents Madeline Kellner and Jeanne MacLeamy filed 
along with Eleanor Sluis, Leslie Schwarze, Eric Lucan, Jerome Ghigliotti and Manny Fernandez. 

Mill Valley, however, will avoid a Town Council election because no one filed to challenge any of the three incumbents — 
Kenneth Wachtel, Stephanie Moulton-Peters and Garry Lion. Likewise in Tiburon, no council election will be needed. The 
two open seats will be filled by incumbent Dick Collins and Frank Doyle. Incumbent Jeffrey Slavitz chose not to seek re-
election. 

There were more than two dozen other boards where a paucity of challengers resulted in no need for an election. 

 

However, LAFCO views the lack of contested elections among the four targeted agencies as symptomatic 

of public disinterest in serving on the boards due to the relatively small size of the districts which ―dilutes 

responsibility and accountability for sewer service to the point of near inconsequence for single purpose 

sanitary district members‖ and ―because so little is at stake within each jurisdiction when that jurisdiction 

is responsible for only a small part of a small sewer system.‖ 

 

While elections do serve an important function in providing a forum for candidates to debate issues and 

communicate with voters, the ultimate result is to comply with election laws and deliver individuals to 

serve the public in various capacities. Once the election is over, the actual public service begins. While 

contested elections are indeed rare among our four agencies, this is a poor measure of actual community 

involvement or the commitment to public service displayed by our board members. The lack of elections 

simply is the result of not having more people filing for open seats than seats available come election time.  

 

Community Involvement: 

 

If one looks at the twenty directors on our four boards as opposed to five directors on say the Las Gallinas 

board, then purely in terms of local individuals involved in public governance as an indicator of 

community interest and involvement then LAFCO’s argument fails. Also, I doubt that LAFCO would argue 

that the service of an appointed director is in any way less valuable or commendable than an elected board 

member. The fact that there is not a contested election is in no way an indication on the job the boards are 

doing. In fact, the lack of an election can be viewed as a confirmation from constituents that the current 

members are doing a good job. This sentiment was voiced by the three incumbents recently appointed to 

new terms in the Mill Valley council race: 

 
Barring an unforeseen objection, the Mill Valley City Council is set to appoint three of its members to a 
second term Wednesday night after no challengers stepped up for the Nov. 8 election. 

Mayor Ken Wachtel, Vice Mayor Garry Lion and Councilwoman Stephanie Moulton-Peters all filed to run 
for re-election by the Aug. 12 deadline, but no one else filed to run against them. Only longtime Mill Valley 
resident George Gordon, who ran unsuccessful campaigns for City Council in 2007 and 2009, pulled papers 
to run this year - but he decided against running. 

http://millvalley.patch.com/articles/with-incumbents-out-school-board-race-opens-up
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County election law dictates that the City Council can hold a special meeting at least 75 days before the 
Nov. 8 election to appoint the three incumbents to another term without holding an election. Skipping the 
election saves the city approximately $19,000, according to City Clerk Kimberly Wilson. 

Wachtel, Lion and Moulton-Peters all indicated that the lack of challengers was a reflection the current 
council is doing a good job and that challengers can run without facing an incumbent in both two years 
(Andy Berman and Shawn Marshall are serving their second terms) and in four years. 

Moulton-Peters noted that the appointment of unopposed incumbents is far from uncommon in Mill 
 Valley. Similar council appointments occurred in 1993, 2001 and 2003, city officials said. 

 

 Also indicative of the level of community involvement is that 12 mid-term appointments have been made 

in the districts. If public apathy was actually a problem vacancies would be difficult to fill which has not 

been the case. Also, when these appointments are made, the new members bring a different perspective to 

the board. 

 

The report’s assertion that ―The pattern of governing board activity as portrayed in the minutes is one of 

very low workload, spread over many meetings of different agencies, with a large fraction of meeting time 

devoted to reports on the activities of the other SASM members. Each collection agency handles such a 

small fraction of the total business of the sewer system that the role of each is severely circumscribed‖ is 

simply untrue. The board conducts the business of the district. I would invite any of the LAFCO 

commissioners to attend an Almonte board meeting or any of the other districts. Discussion about other 

SASM member activities is relatively rare except for reporting on the monthly SASM meeting which is 

usually covered during a standing agenda item.  

 

And LAFCO staff’s assertion that ―the chances for conflicting and inconsistent decision making of these 

systems from a regulatory and water quality perspective are great when four separate managers and boards 

deal with the same issues confronting this very small service area. All decisions required for the best 

interest of this area can and should be handled with a minimum of opportunity for inconsistent direction 

and approach. Having multiple boards decide issues affecting the service area can create unnecessary 

efforts to reach consensus on important operating and water quality concerns.‖ is simply editorial 

comment. LAFCO staff cites no example or evidence that this is a problem or has ever actually occurred.  
 

Regulatory Issues, I&I and Infrastructure Repair 

 

What becomes evident in the report is a pervasive lack of understanding of how sewage collection, 

treatment and disposal works, the regulatory framework that governs it, the recent shift in regulatory 

enforcement posture, the historical scope of the I&I problem and how our agencies have responded. What 

concerns us greatly is LAFCO staff’s willingness to draw numerous conclusions and make 

recommendations on how the sanitary districts should be organized and operate given this fundamental 

lack of understanding.  

 

Comments from CASA during the AB 1232 legislative process echo these concerns: 

 

In their initial letter of concern, the California Association of Sanitation Agencies (CASA), writes: 

 
"CASA's major concern is that LAFCOs have little expertise in water quality or wastewater treatment 
issues. CASA feels the more appropriate way to address sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs) is pursuant to 
existing statutory and regulatory requirement under the Clean Water Act and Porter Cologne Act, or 
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direct consolidation such as designating agencies to be consolidated in legislation. To provide a 
consistent, statewide regulatory approach to address SSOs, the State Water Resources Control Board 
adopted Statewide General Waste Discharge Requirements for Sanitary Sewer Systems, Water Quality 
Order No. 2006-0003 (Sanitary Sewer Order) on May 2, 2006. The Sanitary Sewer Order requires 
public agencies that own or operate sanitary sewer systems to develop and implement sewer system 
management plans and report all SSOs to the State Water Board's online SSO database. Consequently, 
we feel that the [CAL] EPA, State Water Board, and Regional Boards are in a far better position to 
address SSOs than are LAFCOs. In fact it is our understanding that the particular agencies contributing 
to recent spills are currently under EPA orders." 
 

Inflow and Infiltration (I&I) 

 
Marin’s treatment and collection agencies have spent decades working with a consortium of engineers and 

wasterwater professionals in close coordination with regulatory agencies (EPA and RWQCB) to provided 

environmental sound, regulatory compliant and financially responsible wastewater treatment and collection 

services to our constituents. Analysis and attempts to quantify the problem began in the mid-1960s with a 

County of Marin sponsored study Sewerage Study (Brown & Caldwell – 1967) This report noted 

significant Inflow and Infiltration county-wide in both public and private sewers. (see Appendix C). Our 

agencies have been aware of the problem from practical experience for years prior but changes in 

regulatory requirements brought the problem to the forefront. (see Appendices – A & D) 

. 

Over the past 40 years our agencies have conscientiously addressed the problem of I&I reduction through a 

variety of programs such as smoke testing and televising, disconnection of direct inflow sources, pipe joint 

sealing, spot repairs, and larger scale pipe replacement. 

 

LAFCO argues that our agencies had done little to address I&I prior to the spills of 2008 other than   

working to increase pumping and storage capacity: 

 
II. Problems with the Status Quo  

“The sewage spills of 2008 revealed a sewer system with significant problems in its structure, 
facilities and its operations. In the past, SASM and its member agencies have pursued a strategy 
of allowing persistent problems in the collection systems to go unaddressed in favor of taking 
action downstream to expand pumping, emergency storage and treatment capacity in order to 
contain wet weather flows. While it has been argued by some of the SASM member agencies that 
the SASM plant design was sufficient to handle the 2008 peak wet weather flow, the EPA clearly 
does not accept (or no longer accepts) this “down streaming” strategy.” (pg. 67) 

The LAFCO report is in error on two accounts. The inventory of replacement and repair below 
indicates that our efforts began long before 2008. The EPA was sent detailed records of projects 
for Richardson Bay that went back decades. The reports included in Appendix A show actions by 
our agencies dating back 40 years. 

 Also, the claim that “convey and treat” as a strategy is no longer accepted is untrue. The recent 
multi-million dollar project at Central Marin is a prime example. 
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 Richardson Bay  

Budgeted $600,000 per year for pipeline replacement  
Replaced 14% of total pipeline miles  
Rehabilitated 10% of manholes  
Increased private lateral replacement (x20)  
Increased education & outreach  
Decreased general & operating expenses by 3.25%  
Reduced SSOs by 85% in past four years (from 20/yr to 3/yr)  
 
Homestead Valley  
Cleans 1/3 of collection lines each year  
Entire collection system evaluated by TV  
Replaced 20% of total pipeline miles last 11 years  
3.5% of collection lines to be replaced this year  
Lateral replacement programs being developed  
Only 1 spill in 2010  
 
Almonte  
District committed to replacing 2% pipeline miles each year  
Replaced/rehabbed 12% of total pipeline miles  
Cleans 100% pipeline miles each year  
Entire collection system evaluated by TV  
Increased private lateral replacement  
Increased education & outreach, upgraded website  
Reduced SSOs to average 1/yr last 3 years  
 
Alto  
Replaced 21% of total pipeline miles in last 10 years  
Entire collection system evaluated by TV  
Cleans ½ pipeline miles each year  
Lateral replacement programs being developed  
Reduced SSOs to 0 in 2010  
 

 For a detailed discussion of I&I design criteria for the SASM area please see Attachment 7 of the subject 

report. 

 

Consolidation/Collaboration Savings 

 

There are many problems with the projections of saving from consolidation or collaborative actions by our 

districts. 

1. Lack of agreement on the numbers used 

2. Lack of agreement on or understanding of  the methodology employed 

3. Problems with implementation 

4. Contradictory Experience 

5. Overreaching/Interference into Board Decision Making and Authority 

6. Misleading or Incorrect levels of staff and management positions 

7. Problems with previous report analysis and application to the current recommendation 
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The two LAFCO generated reports, the current Southern Marin Sewer Agencies Service Review and 

Sphere of Influence Update (July 2011) and Southern Marin County Sewer Service Alternatives Study 

Report (PB Consult Inc. July 2005) both suffer from two major shortcomings:  

 

1. Rather than presenting an objective, balanced examination of the issues, the reports come 

across as conclusion-driven documents. Consolidation and collaboration appear to be the 

answer to every problem, real or imagined.  

2. As analytical tools, they lack the depth and detail of inquiry necessary to make an informed 

decision. Reliance on the conclusions reached in these documents is problematic because of 

factual inaccuracies, misstatements, statements of opinion presented as fact, and lack of 

adequate documentation or explanation as to the methodology used to reach and support the 

report’s conclusions.  

 

Another significant problem is that the Southern Marin County Sewer Service Alternatives Study Report 

looked at functional consolidation issues using all eleven southern Marin agencies as the basis for cost and 

savings estimates and political consolidation looked at creation of what was termed Government Structure 

Option 1 (GSO-1): SASM Integrated Sanitary District Consolidation of current SASM agencies into a 

single integrated sanitary district with responsibility for both collection and treatment services. Ascribing 

any of the conclusions about cost savings, efficiencies, etc. to the currently contemplated consolidation of 

Richardson Bay and the three other smaller districts would be problematic at best and would require 

validation.  

  

Also, first-hand experience with a million dollar joint project produced none of the forecast savings as 

opposed to subsequent lesser value individually bid projects. On a positive note, significant decreases in 

the value used to estimate pipe replacement costs ($100 per foot vs. $200 per foot as forecast) significantly 

changes the magnitude of projected costs and resulting savings but also makes these improvements much 

more affordable. 

 

Because we conveyed many of our concerns regarding the numbers and methodology to LAFCO staff and 

consultant at our August 16, 2011 meeting I will not rehash them here but hopefully we will see a revised 

Table 11 (pg. 61 of the subject report). Incorporation of the correct budget numbers will significantly 

decrease projected savings.  

 

Also, correction to actual cleaning and emergency response cost will substantially affect the analysis of 

potential savings from an in-house line crew (pgs. 59-60). However, both agree that the decision of how 

best to provide this service is a board decision not LAFCO’s. 

 

Another problem is the number of stated of management positions. The LAFCO report continues to cite 8 

managers. Actually, the actual number of full-time equivalents for our four agencies is less than two since 

the two managers who oversee Almonte, Alto and Homestead are part-time employees. 

 

While many of the arguments have an intuitive appeal, such as savings from economies of scale or 

combining multiple management positions, or eliminating board of director positions, in reality there needs 

to be a threshold size or applicable condition (such as the type of construction project) for economies scale 

to work. Also, when combining multiple positions, there needs to be some redundancy of work and lack of 

personnel utilization to see savings. It is probably not possible or even wise to think that you could 

eliminate the three part-time district manager positions without adding to the staff of Richardson Bay. And 

finally, some costs are just de minimis, board member stipends appear to fit the bill. The actual costs of 
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governing all of the existing SASM  member boards is relatively small compared to overall budgets. Again, 

in comparison to Las Gallinas Sanitary District’s budget of $48,000 plus $12,000 in benefits without staff 

time costs for the annual twice a month meeting schedule, the current governance scheme is substantially 

cheaper than the larger full service sanitary district 

 

Another Take on Consolidation 

 

While there has been much support for the call to consolidate public agencies, the recent Wall Street 

Journal article below casts doubt on whether expected savings will actually materialize. 

THE OUTLOOK 

AUGUST 29, 2011 

When Civic Mergers Don't Save Money  

By CONOR DOUGHERTY  

Governors and lawmakers across the U.S., looking to trim the costs of local government, are prodding school 

districts, townships and other entities to combine into bigger jurisdictions. But a number of studies—and 

evidence from past consolidations—suggest such mergers rarely save money, and in many cases, they end up 

raising costs. 

Economists who have studied the issue say there are a number of reasons why several small governments can 

end up costing less than a single larger government. For starters, small governments tend to have fewer 

professional—and higher-paid—employees, such as lawyers. Studies show small governments generally rely 

more on part-time workers, who receive fewer long-term benefits such as pensions and health-care coverage. 

Another reason: When small governments merge, they often "harmonize" services and employee benefits to the 

highest level among the combining units. In other words, the consolidated city finds it politically expedient to 

take on the more-expensive version of everything. Employees at the city with lower wages get raises and 

residents of the city with fewer services get more. 

 

"If the rationale [for a merger] is cost savings, you're going to be disappointed," said Enid Slack, director of the 

Institute on Municipal Finance and Governance at the University of Toronto.  

http://online.wsj.com/public/search?article-doc-type=%7BThe+Outlook%7D&HEADER_TEXT=the+outlook
http://online.wsj.com/search/term.html?KEYWORDS=CONOR+DOUGHERTY&bylinesearch=true
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The logic often cited behind consolidations is saving money by shedding layers of management or having 

departments share equipment such as snowplows. But managers and equipment account for far less than half of 

local governments' expenses—most of their cost is rank-and-file labor. 

There are other reasons for merging government entities. Some services—such as public transportation—can be 

more effectively provided over a large area than a small one. And Jennifer Bradley, a fellow at the Brookings 

Institution, says some mergers that haven't yet generated savings might do so in the future. 

"The reason we haven't seen cost declines is there have been either sweeteners to make the deal work, such as 

promises of leveling up pay or various labor protections," she said. In the current environment of deep fiscal 

stress, "you might find consolidation or collaboration efforts are also not jobs-protective. Local government 

payrolls are already being cut deeply."  

Still, when it comes to controlling local government's largest cost—labor—smaller governments generally do 

better. Take Illinois, where budget troubles and pension obligations have eroded the state's credit rating. There, 

state Sen. Terry Link proposed a bill that would lead to local governments being combined or dissolved in a bid 

to save money. "There are a lot of these units of local government that aren't necessary anymore," said Mr. 

Link, a Democrat.  

But a study this year for a group representing most of Illinois's 1,433 townships used state data to show that tiny 

townships are the state's most austere government operations. Spending by the state's townships grew 17% from 

1992 to 2007, adjusted for inflation, according to the study. State expenditures over that same period grew 51%, 

while spending by larger municipalities grew 50%; school districts' spending rose 74%. One reason: Townships 

have fewer employees per person and use more part-timers, reducing salaries and benefits.  

Some of this cost disparity likely reflects different priorities between townships and other governments, such as 

school districts. But the study found similar results when comparing wages for road workers. Township road 

workers made $2,800 a month on average, 65% as much as county road workers and less than half as much as 

state road workers.  

"In government, the whole idea of economies of scale is turned on its head," said Wendell Cox, who produced 

the report for Township Officials of Illinois, an umbrella group for the state's townships.  

The consolidation bill was defeated, but Mr. Link plans to revive the effort next year.  

Civic consolidation is labeled by voices across the ideological spectrum as a way to save money—or as a bad 

idea that wastes money. New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo, a Democrat, and Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder, a 

Republican, have both championed the idea. 

But Mr. Cox, the consultant, and a visiting fellow at the conservative Heritage Foundation, has prepared reports 

for township organizations in other states, including New York and Pennsylvania, that all found small 

governments cost less than big ones. "Anyone who looks at the data is going to come to the same conclusion," 

he said.  

Write to Conor Dougherty at conor.dougherty@wsj.com  

 

 Comparison of Sewer Service Charges 

  

 LAFCO argues that larger organizations are more efficient and effective, capable of providing services for 

less money. If this were true one would expect to see significantly lower rates among the larger sanitary 

districts in the county. Below is the annual sewer service charge listed in the subject report for the SASM 

mailto:conor.dougherty@wsj.com
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member agencies (although the rate for Richardson Bay has been corrected). These rates also reflect the 

property tax portion returned from the county. Nominal rates are less.  

 
District  EDU with Property tax  2011  

Alto Sanitary District  $ 532  

Almonte Sanitary District     486  

Homestead Valley Sanitary District     597  

Richardson Bay Sanitary District     436 

City of Mill Valley     694  

Tamalpais CSD (SASM only)  1,014  

  

The following rates are from the various sanitary district websites and to my knowledge do not reflect any 

of the property tax revenues received from the county. What is strikingly evident is that even with the 

significant increases imposed by the SASM member agencies to meet increased treatment and Capital 

Improvement costs, our rates are among the lowest in the county. This seems counter-intuitive to the 

Bigger is Better and Cheaper arguments contained in the subject report. 

 

 

Ross Valley 

Ross Valley Residential Sewer Rate: $638/year* 

Larkspur Residential Sewer Rate: $864/year* 

 

Novato Sanitary District 
Novato Under the current rates, the annual bill for the average residence is $464 in 2010-11 

 

 

Sanitary District No. 5 

TIBURON - Charge per Single Family Home or Equivalent Dwelling Unit (EDU): 

Fiscal Year 2010-2011: $598 

Fiscal Year 2011-2012: $717 

Fiscal Year 2012-2013: $825 

Fiscal Year 2013-2014: $923 

Fiscal Year 2014-2015: $1,034 

BELVEDERE - Charge per Single Family Home or Equivalent Dwelling Unit (EDU): 

Fiscal Year 2010-2011: $1,457 

Fiscal Year 2011-2012: $1,748 

Fiscal Year 2012-2013: $1,836 

Fiscal Year 2013-2014: $1,928 

Fiscal Year 2014-2015: $1,985 
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Sausalito-Marin City Sanitary District 
Residential Fees 
Residential Households in the City of Sausalito - 

The annual District sewer service charge for a single family residential home and for each unit in multi-family buildings is 

$388 per year. The District's sewer service charge is collected on the Marin County Assessor Tax Bill. 

In addition, the City of Sausalito levees a collection system repair and maintenance charge, which is currently $215 per 

year for a single-family residence and $167 per year for each unit of multi-family housing. 

Residential Households in Marin City and Other Unincorporated Areas - 

The annual District sewer service charge for a single family residential home and for each unit in multi-family buildings is 

$438.66 per year. This includes $50.66 per year charge for collection system repair and maintenance. The District's sewer 

service charge is collected on the Marin County Assessor Tax Bill. 

Las Gallinas Valley Sanitary District 

Current Rate Schedule 

The majority of residential and non-residential sewer fees appear on property tax bills.  

2008-2009 $303 a year per sanitary unit 

2009-10 $476 a year per sanitary unit 

2010-11 $563 a year per sanitary unit 

2011-12 $590 a year per sanitary unit 

Proposed 
 

2012-13 $662 a year per sanitary unit 

2013-14 $680 a year per sanitary unit 

 

 

Matters of Equity and Fairness 

 

 The LAFCO report appears to believe that the use of terms and conditions attached to any 

consolidation effort will be able to solve problems of equity and fairness, such as preservation of 

reserves, rate differentials, board member representation, etc. However, there are three issues that I 

have not seen a satisfactory plan to solve. 

 

 Governance of SASM   
 
If approved and implemented, the recommended alternative – consolidation of four of the six SASM 

member agencies - would generate two types of benefit: cost savings and improved political accountability. 

Although consolidation of member agencies could not directly change the terms of the SASM joint powers 

agreement, the remaining three members of SASM could be expected to make logical modifications to that 

agreement to improve its functioning, beginning with adjusting voting power on the JPA board from three 

to two voting members. With a two member JPA board, SASM would be able to function as a partnership, 

with clear and equal responsibility for each of its members. Neither member would be in a position to 

claim that the actions of the SASM board were anything other than its own responsibility. In this way, the 

recommended alternative approximates integration of collection and treatment functions, by reducing the 

number of involved managers and board members. (pg. 75 of subject report) 
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I have been unable to figure out how the discussion above results in an organization that can effectively do 

business. As currently constituted there are six voting members with a majority of four required to conduct 

business. All six have equal voting power even though they have a wide variety of ownership interests in 

SASM. Mill Valley has about a 50% interest, RBSD – 33%, Homestead Valley – 7.2%, Almonte – 5.2%, 

Alto – 3.5% and TCSD – 1.1%. LAFCO staff suggests stripping TCSD of its vote and leaving Mill Valley 

and the new consolidated agency to run the show. This makes no sense. First – I can’t imagine TCSD 

would be too pleased. Secondly – decision making for the other two would either require unanimous action 

or a stalemate would ensue, resulting in perpetual opposition and no action. If TCSD is allowed to remain a 

full voting member then whoever swayed their vote would carry the day. That’s seems to be a lot of power 

for only a 1.14% ownership interest. 

 

The staff report continues: 

 

―The recommended alternative would not achieve the full extent of consolidation envisioned by AB 1232. 

It would ―set the table‖ for a larger sanitary district about the same size and configuration as Las Gallinas 

Valley Sanitary District to serve the City of Mill Valley as well as the unincorporated areas now served by 

the four sanitary districts. This would become logical and possible if the collection-only district formed 

from Alto, Almonte, Homestead Valley and Richardson Bay Sanitary Districts establishes its standards and 

methods of operation to the extent that the City of Mill Valley can transfer its present responsibility for 

sewer service to the consolidated sanitary district. The transfer of sewer service from Mill Valley to the 

consolidated sanitary district would be similar to the annexation of the City of Belvedere to Tiburon 

Sanitary District in 2005. If this eventually occurs – and if the very small interest of TCSD in SASM is also 

resolved – SASM can be dissolved and all sewer service functions can be united under the control of a 

single sanitary district board of directors. The recommended alternative is an appropriate, manageable 

evolutionary step in this direction‖ (pg. 75)…Maybe, in a perfect LAFCO world. 
 
Apportioning the Costs of the New Consolidated District 

 
There is a great deal of concern about how to treat reserves. I believe this can be handled by segregating 

the costs of the CIP projects by the current district boundaries. Somewhat of an accounting nightmare and 

may require that all projects be bid similar to the joint bid project that has been done in the past. Another 

more troubling question is how do you apportion the ongoing O&M costs of the district. If you take 

salaries, the biggest portion of the O&M costs, how do the costs get translated to rate zones? Currently, 

revenue in excess of O&M costs goes to fund CIP in the respective districts. The question is how do these 

costs get split between the various rate zones. The common practice is to use the relative number of EDUs, 

which is how SASM O&M costs are split. Unfortunately, if you do that for the combined agency, the three 

smaller sanitary districts end up paying substantially more than they do now (especially HVSD) for salary 

and benefits. It is even more if staff is retained or new staff is required. Any other method of apportionment 

would create an accounting nightmare unless the agencies simply came up with an acceptable scheme such 

as a flat charge. Unfortunately, once the rate zones go away, the old Almonte, Alto and Homestead Valley 

district residents will pay more for service than they do now, in that rates will provide less CIP money.  

 

The costs of salaries and benefits are shown below. The current cost reflects the salaries and benefits as 

paid now are shown in Figure 1. The apportioned costs show the salaries and benefits divided among the 

agency rate zones in proportion to the EDUs. Figure 2 show cost with additional personnel, in this case 

retention of the current small district managers.  
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Without additional personnel                                                                                              Figure 1 

  Apportioned Current EDUs Percentage 

RBSD 465,860   $               693,468  4902.6 67.2% 

Almonte 74,612                       51,672  785.2 10.8% 

Alto 
                 
49,878                       19,377  524.9 7.2% 

HVSD 103,119                       30,142  1085.2 14.9% 

  693,468   $               794,659  7297.9 100% 

Current RBSD Budget - Salary & Benefits 
  Salary 406,879 

   
Benefits 

                  
286,589  

   Total 693,468  
   

 
101,191  

Current Salary & Benefits for Almonte, Alto HVSD (Manager 
Salary plus FICA) 

 

794,659  
 

   Add Almonte, Alto & HVSD Personnel                                                                                                                     Figure 2 

  Apportioned Current EDUs Percentage 

RBSD 533,838   $               693,468  4902.6 67.2% 

Almonte 
             
85,499                       51,672  785.2 10.8% 

Alto 57,156                       19,377  524.9 7.2% 

HVSD 118,166                       30,142  1085.2 14.9% 

  794,659                    794,659  7297.9 100% 

 

 
Increased Exposure to Potential Costs and Liabilities 

 

Currently, Almonte, Alto and Homestead Valley have no pump stations or force mains. All of our pipes are 

gravity mains, mostly six inch. Richardson Bay has a substantial number of pump stations and force mains. 

This type of infrastructure is more expensive to build and maintain. In addition, it presents a greater 

exposure to potential liability in the event of failure. 

 

At some point in the not too distant future, Almonte, Alto and HVSD will have replaced most of their 

problem lines with the result that CIP costs, potential spill exposure and ongoing cleaning costs should 

drop off substantially. In a combined district, rate payers in this gravity only system face the prospect of 

paying for the costs and potential liability of assets that they do not currently own. 
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AB 1232 

 

(i) It is the intent of the Legislature that SASM and its member districts take action 

immediately to increase the effectiveness and efficiency if its operations in order to provide 

more cost-effective customer service and to reduce the impacts on water quality due to 

illegal sewage spills. It is also the intent of the Legislature that if SASM and its member 

districts do not act to address the inefficiencies of their operations, that the Marin LAFCO 

shall have the authority to require consolidation of SASM and its member districts into one 

new district. 

 

AB 1232 gives LAFCO the discretionary power to consolidate our agencies if it determines that SASM and 

its member districts have not: ―take action immediately to increase the effectiveness and efficiency in its 

operations in order to provide more cost-effective customer service and to reduce the impacts on water 

quality due to illegal sewage spills‖. 

 

From the LAFCO report pg. 71: 

 

―LAFCO and the public should recognize the earnest and energetic efforts of SASM and its member 

agencies in addressing problems in sewer facilities following the spills of 2008. However, recent 

improvements in performance and reinvigorated efforts to improve facilities do not justify preservation of 

an obsolete government structure. The EPAs administrative order has required the collection agencies to 

thoroughly rebuild their systems, requiring a very substantial increase in fee revenue from the public. This 

would be the time to create some uniformity of approach and accountability for results.‖ 

 

Other than LAFCO staff’s dogged insistence that consolidation is the only act that can demonstrate 

compliance with AB 1232, it is not clear from either the plain text of the statute or from the legislative 

history, that this was the bills intent. Nowhere does it state that our agencies must consolidate to satisfy its 

requirements. AB 1232 simply gives LAFCO the power to evaluate our attempts at compliance and give 

LAFCO the only remedy it actually possesses, the power to consolidate. We believe that we have satisfied 

its requirements as noted above in the LAFCO report. We also recognize that LAFCO has powers under 

Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg to initiate consolidation proceedings. If LAFCO decides that initiating 

consolidation of our agencies is warranted, then it should use its normal powers and procedures rather than 

the special powers granted under AB 1232. 

 

We believe that the evidence indicates that preservation of the status quo provides our residents efficient, 

effective service at reasonable rates and that nothing in the proposed consolidation demonstrates significant 

benefits of consolidation. 

 

As it stands now: 

 

LAFCO staff has recommended adoption of the subject report leading to consolidation of Almonte, 

Alto, Homestead Valley and Richardson Bay into a single new sanitary district. Each of the agencies 

targeted for consolidation is on record unanimously opposing the proposed action by LAFCO.  

 

LAFCO staff argues that the proposed consolidation would generate two types of benefit: Cost savings 

and improved political accountability. All of our agencies dispute LAFCO staff’s conclusion that 

consolidation would result in significant cost savings or increased political accountability.    

 





ALMONTE SANITARY DISTRICT 
P.O. BOX 698, MILL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 94942-0689 (415) 388-8775 

 
DIRECTORS        DISTRICT MANAGER 
Kevin Reilly, Chair           Bonner Beuhler 

Lew Kious, Secretary-Treasurer 

Loretta Figueroa                                         

Frank Shirado 

Emily Landin 

 

October 10, 2011 

 

Dear LAFCO Commissioners: 

 

“Make everything as simple as possible but not simpler.” 
- Albert Einstein 

 

The LAFCO report attempts to make a case for consolidation. Others have pointed out its flaws. 

 

 Beside those, it ignores: 

 

+ The value of having as many members of the public involved in public policy and operations as 

possible – local control. It also serves as training for higher service. 

 

+ The value of these local boards for being more closely aware of and accountable to their 

customers – Isn’t this a very topical issue in national politics right now? 

 

+ The value of local connection and how the board members who serve, contribute far more time 

and value than the small stipend they receive. 
 

+ The framework of collaboration and innovation that the smaller districts support. The EPA and 

State agencies define the water quality and operating standards. The smaller boards each find their own 

ways to innovate to provide quality, reliable service, save money and improve operations. Sometimes 

this is via inter-district collaboration [smoke testing], sometimes this is from an experiment that works 

and is shared with the other district GMs [method for combining main and lateral replacement]. Either 

way, the many districts provide more imagination to solve problems.  

 

+ The notion that we already have a natural desire to consolidate whenever we can find efficiencies. 

Why not? But, as thoughtful custodians of our customer’s trust and assets, we cannot in good conscience 

see improved operations, political responsiveness, reliability and savings from consolidation – So we are 

unanimously against it. 

 

 

"Any fool can make things bigger, more complex, and more violent. It takes a touch of genius -- and a 

lot of courage -- to move in the opposite direction." 

- Albert Einstein 

 

 

Respectfully, 

 
Kevin Reilly 

Chair, ASD 



 
Marin LAFCO                                                                                  October 10, 2011 
555 Northgate Dr., Suite 230 
San Rafael, CA 94903 
 
Dear LAFCO Commissioners, 
 
I am sending you this letter on behalf of myself as a resident of the Almonte neighborhood. However, I 
am also on the Board of Directors of the Almonte Sanitary District (Secretary/Treasurer) and the Board of 
Commissioners of SASM (Secretary). I request that this letter be entered into the official record of 
hearings regarding the consolidation of the sanitary districts of Southern Marin. 
  
I believe that local control and governance is a key element of good government. The currently-
independent Almonte Sanitary District (as well as the other Southern Marin districts) is the ONLY 
government body in Almonte, and the ONLY participation in government which most residents have. 
This makes it a vital entity and contributes to what makes our neighborhood unique As an 
environmentally and fiscally responsible member of SASM, ASD has been, and will continue to strive to 
be, a valuable and responsive steward of Almonte’s sanitary and environmental needs.  
 
As I have stated in open-forum on previous occasions, I disagree with the conclusions of the LAFCO 
studies on consolidation and the intent of consolidation of the sanitary districts, and I believe that 
maintaining the current more-local organization is a superior way to serve our customers. I do not believe 
there will be measureable cost savings by consolidation, and I believe the transition will insert disruption, 
possibly affecting service. 
 
Having said the above, if the LAFCO Board takes action to consolidate, I will respect the Board’s action 
and support the effort, with the hope that Almonte customers will get the same superior sewer service that 
they receive today. 
 
Additionally, there are some items in the recommended consolidation alternative that should 
receive the LAFCO Board’s strong consideration: 
 

o During the transition period, the highest-possible number of directors should be 
maintained. In the body of the LAFCO report, 11 Directors are mentioned. In the 
graphic there are 9 mentioned. The higher number would likely result in less 
disruption.  

 
o Formal mechanisms should be created to protect the Districts’ reserves and rate 

structures. At Almonte, we have worked hard to be financially prudent, and I would 
hate for this to be lost. 

 
o Consideration should be given for a way to increase the number of commissioners on 

the SASM Board. Having only 3 SASM commissioners just “feels” like too-few to be 
effective and prevent discord or conflict. 

 
 
I will continue to work positively with LAFCO and other governmental agencies to maintain and improve 
the sanitary processes and conditions of our district, and of all of Southern Marin. However, I ask that my 
voice is heard and considered as LAFCO goes forward with your strategic planning activities. 
 
Respectfully, 



 
 
Lew Kious 
Resident: Almonte 
Secretary-Treasurer: Almonte Sanitary District 
Treasurer: Sewerage Agency of Southern Marin  



















HOMESTEAD VALLEY SANITARY DISTRICT
P.o. BOX 149, MILL VALLEY, CA 94942; PHONE & FAX (415) 388-4796

October 3,2011

Marin Local Agency Formation Commission
555 Northgate Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903

Honorable Commission:

We have read with great interest your report "Southern Marin Sewer Agencies Service Review and

Sphere of Influence Update". However, we find that the report mainly focuses on consolidation issues

and does not appear to be in line with the true spirit of what should have been its purpose. The matter

of consolidation of the Southern Marin Sanitary Districts is a topic of major concern to your Commission

and to the people living in the districts most directly involved with this consolidation, we feel that it

should be addressed head on.

By itself, the recommended action to the sphere of influence in Section VI, a. and b. we find acceptable.

If we understand correctly, this action merely allows any of the four affected agencies to merge at any

time. Items 2 and 3, however, we find highly objectionable. The concept of forcing a consolidation upon

these agencies without citizen desire or approval is not consistent with good governance. We also

believe that such a consolidation is counterproductive at best. The findings leading up to this

recommendation are largely based on the writer's opinion and frequently information is skewed to

present the current organizations in as an unfavorable light as possible. Additionally, the analysis

describing the cost structure and subsequent savings realized by the proposed "new" agency are based
on entirely spurious and unsubstantiated assumptions.

Starting with Section f. on page 9, an attempt is made to describe the structure of the newly

consolidated agency. This envisions a temporary 11 member board, which, through attrition, reduces to

a more manageable 5. It is worth noting that at this point the old districts are not guaranteed individual

representation with the members of the new board elected from the new district at large. It is not clear

how local representation is enhanced or even maintained through this change.

The report goes on to profess the uncertainty of the economies of the new agency, but savings are used

as a justification for a consolidation. Clearly it is necessary for that to be evaluated even though it is less

than 5% of total expenditures.

The cost savings are supposedly supported by a chart; Table 11. Unfortunately, the chart is missing its

headers (i.e. Almonte, Alto, Homestead Valley, etc.), but it was not too difficult to determine what they
should be. They have been added back as seen in Table 1 below. The rationale for the savings is not

specified, but it stands to reason that "total cost minus savings" should yield the projected budget. This
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is highlighted in yellow. To our surprise we find that the new budget exactly matches the CURRENT cost

structure of the Richardson Bay district.

The only conclusion that can be drawn from this is that the current staff of RBSDis supposed to do the

combined work that the Districts have been doing, without any added cost burden. Therefore, the only

conclusion one can draw is that the current manager and administrative assistant must have a lot of

available or unproductive time and/or that the efforts of the other agencies "full time" staff is minimal.

Table 1.

Almonte Alto
Homestead Richardson

Valley Bay
Total Savings New Budget

Board meeting and travel $7,400 $7,500 $6,100 $10,000 $31,000 $21,000 $10,000
General Manager $54,072 $15,600 $22,200 $131,789 $223,661 $91,872 $131,789
Waste Discharge Permit $1,226 $1,226 $1,226 $1,000 $4,678 $3,678 $1,000
Annual Fees
Insurance Premiums $3,500 $700 $3,000 $35,000 $42,200 $7,200 $35,000

Annual Audit Costs $7,000 $6,000 $6,000 $9,250 $28,250 $19,000 $9,250

Compliance Reporting $20,000 $7,000 $1,000 $28,774 $56,774 $28,000 $28,774
Office Expenses

Bookkeeping $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $0
(CTV $6,500 $5,000 $30,000 $41,500 $4,500 $37,000
Sewer Cleaning and $97,000 $70,000 $75,000 $170,000 $412,000 $41-$82,000 $330-$371,000
Emergency Response

Administration and $5,000 $5,000 $5,000
Memberships

Total $228-$269,000

Under CCTV, the cost of televised inspections is projected at an unexplained 10% decrease. This is not

detailed, but we assume it is attributed to doing the work in-house. Unfortunately, TV inspection of

large distances of pipe requires entirely different equipment than the type RBSDemploys for

troubleshooting during emergencies, and requires professionals trained on its use.

The report also suggests that the current expenditures for "Sewer Cleaning and Emergency Response" of

$412,000 can be displaced by an in-house crew of three people with a saving of 10-20%. The cost for this

crew is suggested to be $285,000, fully absorbed, which seems low as the current two man crew has

direct salaries of approximately $200,000. Emergencies are not always limited to two or three people

and they do not always happen during office hours. One of the major advantages of out-sourcing this

kind of work is that a larger organization has more people available around the clock. Roto Rooter has a
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large residential service component which allows them to provide this type of service. To try and

assume these responsibilities would also entail the acquisition of significant capital equipment such as

backhoes, Vactor trucks and TV vans, and the corresponding skills to operate them. In addition, there is

the maintenance and storage expense of all of this equipment.

The plan also specifies that separate reserve funds and rates are to be maintained. As such, extensive

bookkeeping must be done for each of the old districts to track things such as tax payments, and

allocations of reserve funds, job sheets for all work completed to properly assign the cost, etc.

It is highly unlikely that a consolidation will result in any saving close to what is being projected.

Finally, there is a claim that implementation of capital improvements costs can be reduced by 10%. A list

detailing the items contributing to this reduction is provided on page 62. The list is too extensive to

address individually, but some items are worth noting:

1. "Reduce the number of plans and specifications"

Response - Each location and part of a project needs its own drawings and specifications. It

does not matter whether or not it is part of a larger project, costs are the same.

2. "Establish uniform construction standards"

Response - Our construction standards are determined by code and do not differ by district.

We all use the same engineering firm with consistent internal standards.

3. "Save on mobilization and demobilization expenses"

Response - The topography of the region is such that it is very rare to have a large project

that is in one location. The contractor will have to move his equipment as needed. Also

there are consistently small sections of pipe which require high priority attention and

cannot wait until a larger project can be assembled nearby.

4. "Increase contractor interest"
Response - In today's economy there is great interest from contractors at large, and typically

our projects receive interest from even the largest of contractors. We also share 'best

practices" and information regarding bids and even cooperatively bid with other districts.

The claim that consolidation will meaningfully reduce construction cost is at best dubious.

The second major argument presented for consolidation is that it will create a more accountable board.

It is unclear what this means, but it appears to be centered on the lack of visitors to meetings and the

lack of contested elections. It is unclear how this would make a difference in the operation of the four

districts in question.

Regarding meeting visitors, it stands to reason that where there is controversy it can be expected that

there will be elevated levels of interest and therefore higher attendance by the public. Fortunately, the

agencies involved have had no major disruptions other than this proposed consolidation. Two of the

other agencies in Marin County have seen some major turmoil lately, so they are not really comparable.
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Some other agency such as Las Gallinas might give us some insight as to how visitors to meetings might

help to achieve better results.

The fact that most elections have been uncontested is prominently mentioned. Perhaps these

organizations are too small to be seen as a stepping stone to higher office and don't have the cachet of

organizations such as Marin Municipal Water District, Marin Healthcare Districts, or the City Council. We

feel our residents prefer board members that are dedicated to their community and that can be

expected to serve for extended periods of time rather than viewing the position as a true "political"

opportunity. It is interesting to note that this year the elections for both the Mill Valley City Council and

Las Gallinas Sanitary District are uncontested. As a matter of fact, county elections this fall have 65 races

of which are 41 uncontested.

On page 30 it is stated that "None of the agencies, prior to the Administrative Order, were concerned

with long-term renewal and replacement of lines and services." This is patently untrue. Homestead

Valley started an aggressive renewal program in early 2000 and has continued ever since. The statement

"None of the agencies had a defined standard for the renewal and replacement" can only be meant to

denigrate our efforts. We have a list of high priority targets and repair/replace as much sewer line as we

can afford in any given year. Our projections indicate that it will take approximately 40 years to fully

replace the Homestead Valley system, which is typical for the industry. On a related note, we have

always considered replacement of laterals as part of our concern, but they are "private" so therefore in

very difficult legal territory. A definition of responsibility and available actions/remedies is something

useful our legislature could do something about!

One comment warrants specific mention. On page 43 it is stated that "Each agency acts completely

independently, even if it is to the detriment of its fellow member agency." No example is given and to

our collective memory no such thing has ever happened.

Much is being made of the 2008 spills at SASM. It must be understood that SASM is a Joint Powers

Agency with the City of Mill Valley as contract operator. Any deficiencies in the SASM infrastructure

have nothing to with to do with the collection agencies. In fact, the proposed consolidation possibly

makes the governing of SASM and its relationship with the current contractor MORE difficult. Today the

Districts have 4 votes on the SASM board, after the consolidation they will have only one. Given a

controversy or disagreement between Mill Valley and SASM, a standoff could potentially ensue with

TCSD simply serving as a tie-breaker. It is not clear how this will benefit our local sewerage operation,

but again, does not appear to be in line with good representation.

If, as hinted to on page 75, the desired long term result of the plan is the creation of a large district

providing services for all of Southern Marin, it should be stated up front. The best way of getting grand

results may be by small evolutionary steps, but the end goal must be articulated and presented. If the

vision of the future cannot be convincingly presented, it is hopeless to think that people will support

these small steps, which by themselves (as this one is), may seem to be pointless.
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A good indicator of this, and in gauging overall citizen support, is the result we received from an

informal straw poll among the residents of Homestead Valley. We received a 27% response to the poll,

(which we find extraordinary for ANY poll), with 59% against consolidation and 18% in favor of it. 23%

were undecided, largely citing a lack of information. This response was only based on a short

informational piece in the local community paper (which was intended to be neutral), publicity in the

Marin Independent Journal and the Grand Jury report, which have all been in favor of consolidation. In

addition to the feelings of the general public as illustrated above, it is telling that in the 8 years of

various attempts to consolidate the districts, not a single person involved in the actual operations

thereof, has stepped up to endorse the concept. Clearly, the tactic of denigrating the work and results

of the existing agencies is not winning any converts.

In conclusion, it can safely be said that the report presents a poor case for both consolidation and action

under AB1232, and that the proposal should be abandoned promptly without any further wasted

efforts. Additionally, a well thought out, clearly defined vision of any future organization and its cost

structure must be presented to garner full public support. Lastly, and in line with this premise is the fact

that there are several more sanitary districts in Southern Marin and we feel that their participation in a

true "Sphere of Influence" plan is vital.

Simply trying to make the argument that "bigger is better" is not good enough. We recognize that some

of these efforts are probably outside the scope and capabilities of LAFCO as an organization, in which

case LAFCO has overstepped its bounds and should leave the job to individual/s or groups better

prepared to truly take on this monumental task.

We appreciate the time you have spent reading this response to your staff's report, and hope that you

will find our arguments helpful in your evaluation ofthe report's findings and recommendations. We

stand ready to meet with you and/or your staff to discuss the issues in more detail.

~~'

BurnettTreg~
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Roy Benvenuti
408 Hilary Drive
Tiburon} CA 94920

August 22,2011

Marin Local Agency Formation Commission
555 Northgate Drive, Suite 230
San Rafael} CA 94903

In re: Consolidation

Dear Commissioners:

JII«JIIII WIJIB
BY:

I do not believe consolidation as proposed by LAFCO
will better serve the interests of Richardson Bay
Sanitary District (RSBD) ratepayers.

LAFCO's approach that under consolidation
considerable savings would result, is flawed. On the
contrary, I believe it would increase costs for all
ratepayers. Consider the probable addition of field
personnel with benefits including trucks, clothing,
boots, etc. In addition, consolidation would require the
increase of equally well-compensated and pensioned
office staff in order to serve a new consolidated district.
I do not See a savings, I see increases.

RBSD's annual service rate of $246--NOT $436-
(LAFCO's figures), is probably the lowest in Marin



County. RBSD is well-capitalized, and in addition, owns
its own facilities which belong to the ratepayers. I see
no provision in LAFCO's plan for equitable allocation of
these assets and how our ratepayers would be affected.

Presently, all directors are required to reside in the
districts they serve. Smaller districts are in a position to
offer "personalized" service to their constituents. We
have been fortunate in having good management and
boards of directors, aware of the importance of public
relations. Any resident who has dealt with RBSD for
encroachments, easements, permits etc. has been
satisfactorily served.

RBSD has been aggressive with its capital maintenance
and improvement programs. The BOD's fiscal
management plan includes the review of all charges and
warrants and must be approved and signed by two
directors.

Consolidation could have some merit. However, I do
not believe thatLAFCO has all the facts to make this
proposal without more thought, discussion, and public
participation which is denied under AB 1232.

Ro, Benvenuti
Director RBSD




